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For multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication system with minimum mean square error (MMSE)
detection, a new scheme of power allocation between pilot and data symbols is investigated under MMSE channel estimation
in this paper. First, we propose a novel soft-output MMSE MIMO detector by taking into consideration the channel estimation
error. Then, through the application of random matrix theorem, we propose an eﬃcient scheme for power allocation between pilot
and data symbols which maximizes the lower bound of postprocessing signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) for MIMO
systems with equal number of transmitter and receiver antennas. We have proven the existence and uniqueness of the proposed
optimal power allocation settings. Furthermore, our analysis shows that the proposed power allocation is also valid and applicable
for those MIMO systems with unequal number of transmitter and receiver antennas. Finally, our extensive simulation results have
validated this novel power allocation scheme.
1. Introduction
For wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) com-
munication systems, most of the popular MIMO channel
estimation approaches are based on maximum likelihood
(ML) or minimum mean square error (MMSE) criteria while
employing pilot symbols [1–4]. As the estimated MIMO
channel matrix is inevitably imperfect, the channel estima-
tion error should be taken into account while designing
MIMO detectors in order to achieve better performances.
This design philosophy has been investigated in [4] for ML
detector and in [5] for V-BLAST detector.
For MIMO systems with channel coding, it is well known
that the MIMO detector needs to output log-likelihood
ratio (LLR), that is, soft information of each coded bit to
the channel decoder so that more desirable performance
can be achieved by soft decoding over hard decoding [6].
Soft-output linear minimum mean square error (MMSE)
detection is widely applied in practical systems, because it has
relatively lower, and therefore, manageable complexity while
suppressing both coantenna interference (CAI) and noise
at the same time [6]. Existing soft-output MMSE MIMO
detectors are derived based on the assumption of the perfect
channel estimation. However, its LLR generation needs to
be modified to take the imperfect channel estimation into
consideration in order to achieve better performances as
in single antenna systems [7]. Consequently, we herein
propose a novel soft-output MMSE MIMO detector with this
consideration.
For pilot-symbols-assisted channel estimation, a funda-
mental question is how to allocate the transmission power
between pilot symbols and data symbols in order to optimize
system performances. In the case of the block-fading chan-
nel, this question has been investigated with the objective
of maximizing the achievable channel capacity [2, 8] or for
precoder design [9]. Based on our new MIMO detector,
we address this fundamental question of optimal power
allocation with the objective of optimizing bit error rate
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(BER) performance, through the maximization of the mean
value of the minimum postprocessing signal-to-interference-
and-noise ratio (SINR). As a result, we have obtained an
explicit and concise closed-form solution for MIMO systems
with equal numbers of transmitter and receiver antennas.
One very desirable property of our proposed scheme is that
it does not need any form of channel coeﬃcients feedback
and has negligible added complexity. We also prove the
existence and uniqueness of the optimized power allocation
analytically. Meanwhile, we have also proven that our new
scheme is valid and applicable for the MIMO systems
which have unequal number of transmitter and receiver
antennas. Extensive simulation results validate the advan-
tages of our proposed power allocation scheme in various
scenarios.
Compared with our scheme, it is worth noting that
the power allocation scheme in [9] is relatively simplified
by precoding. As a result of precoding, each spatial data
stream has the same mean square error (MSE); therefore
their power allocation can be implemented by minimizing
this single MSE. However, if precoding is not applied, the
power allocation in [9] will not be valid any more.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the system model used in this paper. In Section 3,
we derive our new soft-output MMSE MIMO detector for
MMSE channel estimation. The power allocation scheme
and corresponding remarks are provided in Section 4. The
simulation results are given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 6.
2. System Model
In a MIMO system with MT transmitter antennas and MR
receiver antennas, the received signal can be modeled as
follows:
y = Hs + n, (1)
where y = [y1, y2, . . . , yMR]T is the received vector symbol
and H is the MR × MT MIMO channel coeﬃcient matrix.
The element hi, j of H denotes the channel fading coeﬃcient
between the jth transmitter antenna and the ith receiver
antenna. We assume that the elements of H are indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variables
with variance E{|hi, j|2} = 1 and the notation E(·) denotes
the expectation operator. Meanwhile, we assume that there
are NP + ND vector symbols in each frame, where ND vector
symbols are used for data transmission and the remaining
NP vector symbols for pilot symbols transmission. In this
paper, to make mathematical derivations tractable, the hi, j
is assumed to be flat-fading and constant within a frame
of NP + ND MIMO vector symbols, which varies randomly
from one frame to another, that is, block-fading channel. The
performance results for time-varying fading channel will be
provided through simulation, and s = [s1, s2, . . . , sMT ]T is
the complex vector symbol whose element si is taken from
a complex modulation constellation A by mapping channel
coded bit vector bi. Furthermore, we assume that each
transmitted symbol is independently taken from the same
modulation constellation and has the same mean power, that
is, E{ssH} = PdIMT and IMT is a MT ×MT identity matrix.
Finally, n is an i.i.d. ZMCSCG noise vector with covariance
matrix E{nnH} = σ2nIMR .
3. MMSE MIMO Detection under MMSE
Channel Estimation
3.1. MMSE MIMO Channel Estimation. We herein consider
pilot symbols (or training sequences) based channel estima-
tion. As mentioned in the previous section, for each frame
of NP + ND MIMO vector symbols, the MIMO channel
realization is constant, during which NP symbol intervals are
dedicated to pilot symbols, and the remaining ND to data.
The total power available for each frame is Pt . We further
assume that power allocated to pilot symbols is distributed
uniformly among them, and the same is true for power




MT = Pt , (2)
where Pp and Pd are the mean transmission power of each
pilot and data symbol, respectively.
For MMSE MIMO channel estimation, the estimated
MIMO channel matrix can be expressed as [1–4]








where SP is a MT × NP pilot symbol matrix and NP ≥ MT ;
ΔH is the zero-mean channel estimation error matrix, which
is uncorrelated with Ĥ by orthogonality principle of MMSE
estimation [10]; N = [n1, n2, . . . , nNP ] is a MR×NP ZMCSCG
noise matrix and E{NNH} = NPσ2nIMR . For i.i.d. MIMO
channels, it has been proven that the optimal SP minimizing
MSE satisfies the following equation [1, 2]:
SPSHP = NPPpIMT . (4)
In this case, Ĥ has independent zero mean complex Gaussian









IMR =MTσ2ĥIMR , (5)
where σ2Δh = σ2n/(σ2n + NPPp) is the variance of each element
in ΔH.
3.2. MMSE Filter and LLR Computation under Imperfect
Channel Estimation. When we consider the channel estima-





s + n. (6)

































As ΔH is uncorrelated with Ĥ according to the analysis in the










































Finally, by combining (10) and (11) into (7), we reach the












Note that when the term MTPdσ2Δh is dropped, it is reduced
to the MMSE filter with perfect channel estimation [6].
By applying MMSE filter W˜ to y, we have the output
associated with si as












where W˜i denotes the ith row of W˜. By applying the Gaussian
approximation of the outputs of MMSE filter [11], we have
ŝi ≈ μisi + ξi, (14)
where μi = W˜iĥi and ξi is a zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance Pd(μi − μ2i ). Therefore, the


















where A0λ and A
1
λ denote the modulation constellation
symbols subset of A, whose λth bit equals 0 or 1, respectively.
Note that the diﬀerences between our scheme and
the method used in [5] are two fold. First, ML channel
estimation is adopted in [5] while MMSE channel estimator
is investigated in our scheme. Secondly, the method of [5] is
derived by decomposing MMSE filter into two stages. The 1st
stage is the original MMSE filter without channel estimation
error, and the 2nd stage is the deviation from the original
MMSE filter of the 1st stage due to channel estimation error.
The deviation is derived based on MMSE criteria. Whereas
our scheme is an unified derivation covering these two stages
in a solution.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that we have actually
taken into account the channel estimation error in the
computation of LLR value. Thus, similar to the results of
single antenna system in [7], better BER performance can be
expected as a result.
4. Power Allocation between Pilot and
Data Symbols
In this paper, the objective of our power allocation opti-
mization is the minimization of the cost function of BER.
Even though [13, 14] have provided a closed-form BER
expressions for MMSE MIMO detection, which is based on
the moment generating function and exponential integral
function, it is unfortunately not easy to be treated. On the
other hand, as BER is a monotonically decreasing function
of SINR we can reach our goal through maximizing the
SINR. Although the distribution of the SINR has been
obtained in [13, 15], it is too complex to be handled in
our situation. Therefore, in this section, we first develop
a new approximation of the minimum SINR, and then
derive an eﬀective power allocation scheme by maximizing
the average lower bound of minimum SINR when MT =
MR. We prove that an optimal power allocation exits and
is unique. Furthermore, we show that the proposed power
allocation can also be applied to the case ofMT /=MR through
approximation.
4.1. Power Allocation for the Case of MT = MR. As in the
case of perfect channel estimation [6, 16], by considering the
model of (6), the postprocessing SINR for the ith substream
(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MT}) is given by
γi = 1[(







Our goal is to reach a power allocation between pilot and
data symbols which maximizes (γi)min subject to the total
transmitted power constraint, that is,






s.t. NPPp + NDPd = PtMT = P˜.
(17)
In order to tackle this complex optimization problem in a
more tractable manner, we resort to maximize the lower
bound of (γi)min. Based on the fact that the largest eigenvalue
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where the notation λmin(M) denotes the minimum eigen-
value of matrix M. Then, we can rewrite the optimization
problem (17) as











s.t. NPPp + NDPd = P˜.
(19)









































Considering that NP usually satisfies NP <M2T in practical
applications, we can reasonably assume that Var{λmin(ĤĤH)}
is relatively small. For example, Var{λmin(ĤĤH)}< 1 when
MT = 2, NP = 2MT , and Var{λmin(ĤĤH)} < 0.25 in the
case of MT = 4, NP = 2MT . This means that the value
of λmin(ĤĤH) is close to its mean value E{λmin(ĤĤH)}.
Therefore, we can replace λmin(ĤĤH) by E{λmin(ĤĤH)} and
further re-write the optimization problem (19) as













s.t. NPPp + NDPd = P˜.
(21)
Based on the results in the previous section, and also
considering A = σ2nMTNP(ND − MT), B = MTσ2n(MTP˜ +
NDσ2n), we can finally express our optimization objective
function as


















Then, it can be solved by diﬀerentiating the objective











⎠, if MT /=ND,
P˜
(2NP)
, if MT = ND,
(23)
where η = B/A. As A and B are all scalars, Pp,op can be easily
computed. In some cases, we are interested in the ratio α =








, if MT /=ND,
ND
NP
, if MT = ND.
(24)
4.2. Remarks on the Proposed Power Allocation Scheme.
In this subsection, we further discuss the existence and
uniqueness of the optimal power allocation Pp,op. Our
analysis is carried out with respect to two cases, that is,
MT = ND and MT /=ND, respectively.



























> 0, if Pp <
P˜
(2NP)
= 0, if Pp = P˜(2NP) ,





Then, f (Pp) is a monotonically increasing function in the
region Pp < P˜/(2NP), and a monotonically decreasing
function in the region Pp > P˜/(2NP). Therefore, f (Pp) has
an unique maximal value in the region (0, P˜/NP).
(2) Case of MT /=ND. For this case, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 1. f (Pp) is a convex function whenMT /=ND.
Proof. To prove this proposition, we need to prove that the
second-order diﬀerentiation of f (Pp) satisfies f ′′(Pp) < 0
when MT /=ND [19]. The second-order diﬀerentiation of



















First, let us consider the case of ND > MT . For this case,
we have A > 0. Consequently, we have (APp + B)
3 > 0 and
BNP(BNP + AP˜) > 0. Therefore, we have f ′′(Pp) < 0.
On the other hand, for the case of ND < MT , we have
A < 0. Moreover, we have
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By considering P˜ = NPPp + NDPs > NPPp, we have
(APp + B)
3 > 0. Meanwhile, we have





Therefore, we always have f ′′(Pp) < 0.
It follows Proposition 1 that f (Pp) has an unique
maximal value which is given by (23). In what follows, we
present the condition under which this maximal value lies
in the region (0, P˜/NP). Equivalently, the condition ensures
0 < η(
√
1 + P˜/(ηNP)− 1) < P˜/NP.
Proposition 2. When ND /=MT , one always has 0 <
η(
√
1 + P˜/(ηNP)− 1) < P˜/NP.
Proof. First, let us consider the case of ND > MT . For this
case, it is obvious that 0 < η(
√


































we have κ < 1 to satisfy η(
√
1 + P˜/(ηNP)− 1) < P˜/NP. As for
the condition which leads to κ < 1, for the sake of notational





























< 1 + σ ⇐⇒ MT
ND
< 1 ⇐⇒MT < ND.
(32)
Therefore, we have 0 < η(
√
1 + P˜/(ηNP) − 1) < P˜/NP for the
case of ND > MT .
Subsequently, we consider the case of ND < MT . For this











) < 0 =⇒
√√√√1 + P˜(
ηNP
) − 1 < 0. (34)
Therefore, we get 0 < η(
√











which satisfies ρ > 1 in the case of ND < MT . We then rewrite
(31) as
κ = ρND −MT
ND −MT . (36)
Since κ > 0, we have ρND−MT < 0, which immediately leads
to κ < 1.
Based on Propositions 1 and 2, we can conclude that
our proposed optimal power allocation always exists and is
unique.
Finally, it is worthy of pointing out that (23) can only
achieve suboptimal performance as it falls short on our
optimization target, which is to maximize the average lower
bound of the minimal postprocessing SINR. Nevertheless,
our simulation results provided in Section 5 show that (23)
can achieve near-optimum performance.
4.3. Power Allocation for the Case of MT /=MR. When
MT /=MR, the distribution of the smallest eigenvalue of ĤĤH
cannot be expressed in a concise form [18, 20]. As a result,
the power allocation cannot be treated in the same way as in
the case of MT =MR. Since ĤĤH is a Wishart matrix, we first
recall the distribution of the smallest eigenvalue of a Wishart
matrix, then derive an approximated power allocation.
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the small-
est eigenvalue λmin of a complex Wishart matrix X ∼
CWm(n, I) is given by [18]










κ denotes summation over the partitions κ =
(k1, . . . , km) of k with k1 ≤ n − m; the Cκ(X) denotes the
complex zonal polynomials of a complex matrix X, and
etr(X) = exp(tr(X)). Equation (37) can be further rewritten
as










So, if we omit the item Δ in (38), the distribution of the
smallest eigenvalue of a Wishart matrix with n /=m can be
approximated as an exponential distribution. Therefore, the
proposed power allocation for the case of MT = MR can still
be applied to the case of MT /=MR. According to (39), the
error resulted from this approximation is determined by the
diﬀerence between MT and MR. For example, the cdf of the
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Figure 1: The cdf of the smallest eigenvalue of ĤĤH and
corresponding exponential distribution approximation (MR = 4,
NP = 4, Pd/σ2n = 15 dB).
smallest eigenvalue of ĤĤH with MR = 4 and MT = 2, 3, 4
is presented in Figure 1. For the sake of comparison, the
corresponding exponential distribution approximations are
also plotted in the same figure. It can be seen that larger
value of MR−MT leads to larger diﬀerence between the exact
distribution and its exponential distribution approximation.
Fortunately, the diﬀerence is not significant. Simulation
results in Section 5 verify that the exponential distribution
approximation, when applied with our proposed power allo-
cation, can retain significant performance gain. Therefore,
the eﬀectiveness of our proposed power allocation scheme
is still valid and evident in the case of MR /=MT .
5. Simulation Results
In our simulations, we adopt the 1/2 rate binary convolu-
tional code with polynomials (133,171) in octal notation.
M-PSK and 16-QAM modulations with Gray mapping are
used in the simulations, and the simulations are performed
for the MIMO systems with MR = 4 and MT = 2, 3, 4.
For block-fading channel, the length of each frame is set to
be 1000 MIMO vector symbols, that is, the channel fading
is kept constant during (ND + NP) = 1000 MIMO vector
symbol intervals and varied randomly to another channel
realization for every subsequent 1000 MIMO vector symbol
intervals. Each channel realization is generated as a random
matrix with complex Gaussian entries of CN (0, 1). For all
antenna configurations of MIMO systems, we set NP = 4.
Furthermore, each channel codeword is transmitted only
during one channel fading block. Therefore, the channel


































Figure 3: BER performance of diﬀerent power allocation schemes
(16-QAM).
QPSK, and 3984 bits for BPSK. SNR is defined as SNR =
Pt/((ND+NP)σ2n). In the following figures, the curves marked
by “EPA” and “PPA” are the performance results obtained by
“equal power allocation” and “proposed power allocation,”
respectively.
5.1. BER Performance under Block-Fading Channel. Figures
2 and 3 show the BER performance comparison among our
proposed soft-output MMSE MIMO detector with the new
power allocation scheme based on (23), our proposed soft-
output MMSE MIMO detector with equal power allocation,
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Figure 4: BER performance under diﬀerent power allocation ratio
(QPSK).
and the existing MMSE MIMO detector with equal power
allocation. Here, the existing MMSE MIMO detector refers
to the MMSE detector derived under the perfect channel
estimation. For equal power allocation, the same transmis-
sion power is assigned to pilot and data symbols. It can be
seen that our proposed soft-output MMSE MIMO detector
with the new power allocation scheme outperforms the
existing MMSE MIMO detector by about 4 dB at BER =
10−3. When equal power allocation is applied, it can be
seen that our proposed soft-output MMSE MIMO detector
also outperforms the existing MMSE MIMO detector with
a gain of 1 dB for QPSK and 0.5 dB for 16-QAM at BER =
10−3. As higher SNR is required for 16-QAM to achieve the
same BER performance as QPSK, which leads to relatively
smaller channel estimation error, the performance gain of
our proposed detector becomes smaller for 16-QAM than
that of QPSK. For the sake of comparison, we also present
the performance under perfect channel estimation in these
figures. For perfect channel estimation, power is equally
allocated to data symbols. It can be seen that the performance
of our proposed detector with the new power allocation
is very close to that of perfect channel estimation. For the
reason described previously, the performance gap is smaller
for 16-QAM than that of QPSK.
For QPSK and 16-QAM, Figures 4 and 5 show the BER
performance of our proposed soft-output MMSE MIMO
detector under diﬀerent power allocation ratio α for specific
SNR value, respectively. The obtained power allocation ratios
αop based on our proposed power allocation scheme are also
plotted in these figures. As expected, our proposed power
allocation scheme approaches optimal allocation ratio.
Figures 6 and 7 present the BER performance compar-
ison for the case of MR = 4, MT = 2, and MT = 3,
respectively. From these two figures, we can conclude that
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Figure 5: BER performance under diﬀerent power allocation ratio
(16-QAM).
also superior over equal power allocation with significant
performance gain for the case of MR /=MT . Meanwhile, our
proposed detector with the new power allocation can achieve
nearly the same performance as perfect channel estimation.
So, it can be concluded that the proposed power allocation is
also applicable for the MIMO systems of MR /=MT .
5.2. Throughput Performance. Figure 8 presents the through-
put comparison for the MIMO system with MR = MT = 4.








, if BER ≤ BERt ,
0, if BER > BERt ,
(40)
where r denotes the code rate of the applied channel coder,
Tf is the duration of a frame B is the system bandwidth
BERt stands for the target BER performance and |A|
denotes the size of modulation constellation A. The item
ND/(ND + NP) accounts for the overhead of pilot symbols.
The normalized throughput is obtained by setting the
modulation constellation as BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM with
target BER, BERt = 10−3. We simulate the BER performance
of these three modulation modes and always choose the
modulation mode with the highest constellation size, which
meets the target BER performance, in the computation of the
normalized throughput. We find that our proposed detector
with the new power allocation obtains significant throughput
gain over equal power allocation.
5.3. Performance under Time-Varying Channels. Figure 9
shows the BER performance comparison between diﬀerent
power allocation schemes under time-varying channels.

















Figure 6: BER performance of diﬀerent power allocation schemes

















Figure 7: BER performance of diﬀerent power allocation schemes
(QPSK, MR = 4, MT = 3).
The time-varying characteristic is measured by normalized
Doppler frequency shift fDT f , where fD denotes the maximal
Doppler frequency shift and Tf is the duration of a frame
[21]. Basically, the larger fDT f is the faster the channel fading
changes. In the simulation, we allocate the pilot symbols at
the middle of a frame in order to alleviate the adverse eﬀects
of the time-varying characteristics of the channel. It can be
seen that the BER performance degrades significantly for all
detectors and power allocation schemes as fDT f increases.
The reason is that fast-fading channel will incur an increased































Figure 8: Normalized throughput of diﬀerent power allocation













Figure 9: BER performance of diﬀerent power allocation schemes
under time-varying channels (QPSK, SNR = 10 dB, MR = 4, MT =
4).
have relatively larger distance from the pilot symbols. As our
new power allocation is more dependent on the estimated
channel, the rate of the performance degradation is larger
than that of equal power allocation. However, we find that
the performance of our proposed power allocation is still
better than that of equal power allocation in the region of
desired BER. Finally, it is worthy of noting that the channel
estimation can be improved by inserting more pilot symbols
and tracking the time-varying channel fading. However, this
topic is out of the scope of this paper.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived a novel soft-output MMSE
MIMO detector under MMSE channel estimation by taking
the channel estimation error into consideration. Based on
this new detector, we then proposed an eﬀective power
allocation scheme between pilot and data symbols by
maximizing the average lower bound of postprocessing
SINR when MT = MR. This power allocation scheme has
negligible complexity and does not need any form of channel
coeﬃcients feedback. We also prove the existence and
uniqueness of our optimal power allocation. Furthermore,
we point out that the proposed power allocation scheme can
also be applied to the MIMO systems of MT /=MR through
proper approximation. Compared with existing detector
with equal power allocation, simulation results show that
the new detector with the proposed power allocation scheme
can obtain significant performance gain in terms of BER
and throughput under block-fading and time-varying fading
channels.
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